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Abstract 

The article analyzes the implications of financialization on emerging currencies. The emergence of financialization is 

associated with the rise of institutional investors and the diversification of their practices and financial products used. 

In what regards investment in some EMEs, financialization allowed the emergence of a tendency towards a higher 

focus on exchange rate returns, changing the logic of finance at the international level. With the different use made by 

investors of a country’s assets (including its currency), different types of financial integration emerged, leading to 

specific exchange rate patterns. By suggesting an indicator of the type of integration and comparing it to exchange 

rate features, the article demonstrates that EMEs whose integration are more marked by financialization-related 

developments have exchange rates that are i) more volatile due to more frequent extreme exchange rate depreciations; 

and ii) more associated with international financial conditions in turbulent periods. The type of financial integration 

is found to be a better predictor of these features than proxies of integration based on its magnitude. The article 

contributes to the financialization literature by demonstrating its impacts at the international level and implications 

on exchange rates. It contributes to the exchange rate literature by confirming the hypotheses of high volatility and 

subordination of some emerging market currencies to international financial conditions, while indicating why these 

issues affect some currencies but not others. 

Keywords: Exchange rates; Financialization; Financial integration; Emerging market economies. 

JEL Classification F3, F62, F65, G15. 

 

1 Introduction 

The implications of financialization in domestic economies have been broadly studied (Lazonick, 

and O'sullivan, 2000; Stockhammer, 2004; Orhangazi, 2008), the ones on the international sphere having 

received considerably less attention by scholars. These two aspects are however clearly associated: the 

motive of finance at the international level is closely related to phenomena as the innovations seen inside 

financial systems, the concentration of wealth, and the rise of institutional investors (Dodd, 2005; Guttmann, 

2008; Goda and Lysandrou, 2014; Bonizzi, 2017). With these changes, finance, as manifested at the 

international level, would no longer be associated with financing trade and production, but follow an 

increasingly speculative logic associated with institutional investors’ motives (Ramos, 2017). In this 

process, as the article shows, a new type of financial integration has emerged, that is associated with specific 

and problematic exchange rate dynamics among Emerging Market Economies2 (EMEs). In this sense, the 

article points to a specific type of vulnerability brought by financial integration in the context of 
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financialization, contributing to a broad literature that studies the vulnerabilities of developing countries’ 

financial integration (Kregel, 1998; Palma, 1998; De Paula and Alves, 2000; Wolfson, 2002; Kregel, 2004; 

Kaltenbrunner and Paincera, 2014), but with a focus on portraying its manifestations in terms of exchange 

rate features – and on identifying to which countries these are a concern and why these countries and not 

others.  

EMEs currencies (hereafter emerging market currencies) have been characterized by a constant 

upheaval since the return of capital flows to these countries after the late-1990s crises. From 2004 to the 

collapse of Lehman Brothers, several emerging market currencies faced a constant appreciation trend – 

achieving 40-50% in the case of the Brazilian real, the Czech koruna and the Polish zloty. With the collapse 

of the Lehman Brothers, these vast appreciations disappeared within a few weeks as several currencies saw 

daily depreciation peaks higher than 5% – the Brazilian real, the Hungarian forint, the Indonesian rupiah, 

the Korean won, the Mexican peso, the Turkish lyra, the Polish zloty and the South African rand. In what 

followed, this synchronized pattern continued, first with a major appreciation, then with peaks of 

depreciation related to the Euro crisis (when European emerging market currencies suffered the most). The 

latest period was marked by the fear that the Fed could increase interest rates and important depreciations 

across many emerging market currencies (see Figure 1; Fed funds increased for the first time after 2008 in 

December 2015, at the very end of the analyzed period).  

 

Figure 1 

Emerging market currencies exchange rates: 2003-2015 (weekly data) 

 
 

As it will be detailed, heterodox analyses of emerging market currencies suggest that their 

determination is associated with international financial conditions. From the Post-Keynesian perspective, 

this is however problematic because exchange rates that are disconnected from the countries’ productive 

structure and highly volatile can have adverse effects on the economy. First, volatile exchange rates can be 

a shock to entrepreneurs’ animal spirits for increasing uncertainty thus discouraging production, investment 
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and foreign trade, with negative effects on growth. This causality is key given the understanding of 

uncertainty as fundamental and its impact on planning capacity. Secondly, nominal exchange rates 

determine real exchange rates, which is a key relative price. Pervading an economy in several forms, its 

effects on growth through trade and investments enjoy good empirical support: real exchange-rate 

‘undervaluation’ positively impacts growth as it favors foreign trade and investment in tradable sectors, 

relaxes the foreign exchange constraint on growth, and promotes resource reallocation from the non-tradable 

to the tradable sector, a locus of learning-by-doing externalities and technological spillovers. 

‘Overvaluation’ has the opposite effect (Cottani et al., 1990; Dollar, 1992; Araújo, 2011; Blecker, 2007; 

Eichengreen, 2007; Rodrik, 2008; Razmi et al., 2009; Rapetti et al., 2012; Missio et al., 2015). 

Post-Keynesian exchange rate literature calls attention to the importance of portfolio investors’ 

expectations: volatility steams from the change of expectations and from the behavior of chartist traders. 

The result is an exchange rate pattern that alternates cycles of ups and downs (Schulmeister, 2008; Harvey, 

2009). Works focused on emerging market currencies argue, however, that those follow a more specific 

pattern, marked by subordination to international liquidity conditions and sudden depreciations in moments 

of higher uncertainty or crisis internationally. The explanations are varied and complementary. Due to these 

currencies’ peripheral position in the international monetary system (Andrade and Prates, 2013), they offer 

low liquidity premiums; with the establishment of tranquility and low liquidity preference internationally, 

their demand progressively increases, but it decreases when uncertainty peaks and investors prefer holding 

the most liquid assets. When uncertainty is at high levels, investors sell emerging market currencies’ 

denominated assets, decreasing their balance-sheets’ mismatch – an important element of uncertainty. In 

addition, investors prefer holding central economies’ currencies in moments of crisis because these are the 

ones used to denominate financial commitments and are needed to meet the crisis’ related financial 

obligations (Biancareli, 2011; Andrade and Prates, 2013; De Conti et al., 2014; Kaltenbrunner, 2015; 

Bonizzi, 2017; De Paula et al., 2017; see Ramos and Prates (2018) for a detailed analysis). 

The peripheral position and lower liquidity premium of a currency cannot however be the sole 

explanation of exchange rate features given that it is a common feature to every developing country 

currency, while subordination to international financial conditions and frequent major depreciations do not 

characterize all of them (see Figure 1). What makes this specific pattern stronger in some EMEs than in 

others? This is the gap in the knowledge this article aims at enlightening. It argues that, given 

financialization, aside of a currency’s position in the IMS the use that institutional investors make of a 

country’s assets (including its currency), determine its dynamics. Financialization has created innovative 

practices and products that, when used by institutional investors with respect to a country’ assets, change 

the characteristics of its integration and its exchange rate pattern. By identifying the different uses of a 

country’s assets through the characteristics of its integration and of its FX markets, the article suggests an 

indicator to differentiate the types of integration of EMEs and compares it to the countries’ exchange rate 

features. It finds an important association between an integration that is more marked by financialization 

and exchange rates that are i) more volatile due to more frequent extreme depreciations, and ii) more 

influenced by the state of uncertainty in international financial markets.  

The analyses contribute to the economic literature on financialization, exchange rates, and financial 

integration. First, they contribute to the financialization literature for calling attention to its manifestations 

at the international level and its implications on exchange rates. Second, the article contributes to the 

financial integration literature for indicating the need of considering its implications in terms of exchange 

rate dynamics and demonstrating that the type of integration must be considered in empirical analyses; the 

ones solely based on the magnitude not being able to capture all its potential impacts. Thirdly, the article 

provides an empirical assessment of the validity of the theoretical claims made by the literature on emerging 
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market currencies and specifies in what extent their dynamics differ from that of advanced countries’ 

currencies. It also contributes to this literature for stressing the importance of the different use made by 

international investors of a country’s assets: it is their use that generates and deepen the problems related to 

their structural peripheral insertion in the IMS. In this sense it complements the work of Kaltenbrunner and 

Painceira (2014) for indicating to what extent the case studied by these authors, that of the Brazilian real, is 

representative of EMEs vulnerabilities in general. 

Apart of this introduction, the article is divided as follows. Section two discusses how 

financialization changed the logic of finance at the international level creating different types of financial 

integration that can potentially change exchange rate patterns. This section also presents the indicator of the 

different types of integration that will be used throughout the empirical analyses. Section three discusses 

forms of empirically assessing emerging market currencies’ features and analyzes their association with 

different types of integration. Section four presents concluding remarks. 

 

2 Financialization and financialized integration 

2.1 Financialization and different types of financial integration 

Capitalism is not an immutable system and its changes are broadly studied by heterodox scholars. 

After Minsky´s (1986) term “Money manager capitalism” and the ones used by the French Régulationists 

(Boyer’s (2000) “Finance-led growth regime”, Chesnais’ (2001) “Financialized growth regime”, Plihon’s 

(2003) “Shareholder capitalism” or Gutmann’s (2008) “Finance-led capitalism”), the term 

“financialization” has recently gained considerable space in this research agenda. Broadly put, it denotes 

“the increasing role of financial motives, financial markets, financial actors and financial institutions in the 

operation of the domestic and international economies” (Epstein, 2005, p. 3). In order to more concretely 

grasp the changes of capitalism, the analysis that follows refers to the classification and analysis done in 

Ramos (2017), that is based not only on the strict financialization literature (where analyses of the 

international sphere are relatively scare), but also on studies related to finance at the domestic and 

international level. The changes in capitalism can be seen as grouped in three interconnected and 

interdependent areas: i) the changing relationship between finance and other economic sectors, with the 

increasing importance of the first and its associated class group, the rentiers; ii) the changes within the 

financial system, with the sophistication of finance through innovations of products and usages, the 

increasing importance of markets, and the evolution of banks; iii) the increasing importance of finance at 

the international level with the decoupling from its earlier functions and logic (Ramos, 2017). 

These changes have relevant implications to EMEs integration to the international financial system 

and to the determination of their exchange rates. From the first of the abovementioned developments, a key 

point is the rise of institutional investors that accompanied the increasing profit-making in the financial 

sphere (Stockhammer, 2004).  Their rise is associated with the increasing use of equities as companies’ 

financing form, with the rise of liquidity stemming from the monetary tightening of the late 1970s and with 

the demographic change that favored the accumulation of savings for retirement of the baby boomers 

(Plihon, 2003; Bonizzi, 2017; Ramos, 2017). With the rise of institutional investors and the possibilities of 

investing in different countries brought by financial liberalization, financial markets around the globe are 

interlinked by the balance-sheets of these few institutions, that have their liabilities in advanced countries 

and assets in advanced and emerging market economies. This change is key in understanding assets’ price 

formation in EMEs. For being part of this network and given their smaller size relative to investors’ 

portfolios (Haldane, 2011), EMEs asset prices and exchange rates are especially vulnerable to changes in 

investors’ decisions. 
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A second set of changes in capitalism took place within the financial system. One aspect are the 

changes in risk management (Aglietta and Breton, 2001; Brunnemeier, 2008) and the broader changes in 

banking, including the emergence of a market-based banking system, where bank institutions have capital 

markets as source of income in addition to the traditional functions of commercial banks (Plihon, 1995; 

Prates and Farhi, 2015). A second aspect are investors’ innovations of product and practices. In terms of 

products, derivatives have been increasingly used (more recently also regarding emerging country 

currencies (BIS, 2016)) as their leveraging possibilities make them excellent tools of speculation (Prates 

and Fritz, 2016). This is important for exchange rates given that the volatility of the forward rate passes to 

the spot one through arbitrage (Farhi, 1999). In terms of practices, carry trading stands out (Galati and 

Melvin, 2004; Gagnon and Chaboud, 2007) and investors are increasingly willing to be exposed to EMEs 

assets as through investment in equities (Kaltenbrunner and Painceira, 2014; Bonizzi, 2017). These practices 

and products have in common a dependence on exchange rate returns, what, seen from Kaldor’s (1937) 

definition, can be labeled as speculative.  

These two developments frame the third one, the changing face of finance at the international level. 

The most analyzed of this phenomenon is the rapid growth of financial integration and of FX markets. Those 

have been observed in both absolute and relative terms – portfolio investments have grown much faster than 

other components of international transactions (Chesnais (1997); Baker et al (1998)), and financial 

integration have grown faster than production and trade (Plihon, 2010). In light of the changes of capitalism 

presented above, the changes seen at the international sphere cannot be considered a simple matter of 

magnitude, but rather a reflect of financial investors’ changing practices and products used. In other words, 

though mostly referred to as financial globalization, the observed greater importance of financial integration 

does not seem to reflect only the fact that more countries are integrated to the global financial network, but 

that the very characteristics of the network changed. It had already been noticed that financial integration is 

not the same as in other phases of capitalism, being no longer associated with financing trade and production 

(Chesnais et al., 1996)) and it has now only indirect links with these functions, following its own logic 

(Plihon and Ponsard, 2002). It is however the analyses of other changes of capitalism that allows us to better 

understand this new logic; and how its strengthened speculative character was built. Specifically with 

regards to EMEs, the main manifestation might be the focus on exchange rate returns as an additional form 

of capital gain – whose intensity is defined by the extent of the presence of the practices and products 

mentioned above.  

If exchange rate returns are a main component of total returns, investors will more frequently buy 

and sell an asset according to expectations concerning changes in the rate, resulting in more volatile capital 

flows and exchange rates. As mentioned, the broad use of derivatives also has an impact on exchange rates 

as it creates an additional source of volatility to the spot segment. With these practices, financialization has 

created the possibility of different types of integration, more or less speculative, with different potential 

impacts on exchange rates. This urges studies on the impact of financial integration to consider not only its 

magnitude, as done across empirical studies, but also its characteristics. The article assumes that the extent 

of the decoupling of the function of a country’s integration from financing trade and production and of the 

use of its assets (including its currency) in the most speculative form can be identified in the characteristics 

of the country’s integration, and proposes an indicator to measure it.  

 

2.2 From financial to financialized integration 

The analysis proposed in this article contrasts with the empirical literature on the impacts of 

financial integration in different aspects. While most of those empirical studies are focused on the magnitude 

of integration and on its impact on the amount of GDP growth seen in the period (See Edison et al, 2002) 
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the analysis done in this article, for arguing that financial integration might have different nuances in 

different places, analyzes the impact of a type of integration and is focused on its specific impact on 

exchange rates. In what follows, this subsection presents how the indicator of financialized integration is 

built.  

Financial integration is commonly measured either through the sum of gross capital flows over GDP 

(following Kraay, 1998), or the sum of the gross stock of capital, assets plus liabilities, over GPD (following 

Lane and Milesi-Ferretti, 2001). The later suits our purpose better for pointing to a more structural picture 

(especially given the turbulence seen in the analyzed period) and because of the limitations related to net-

flows measures as most financial transactions yield zero-net flows (Borio and Dysaiat, 2011, 2015). 

However, the identification of the changing logic of financial integration away from financing trade and 

production demands considering financial integration not only relatively to GDP, but also to trade – as done 

by Baker et al. (1998) and Plihon (2003).  

Another point is that the use of institutional investors’ most innovative practices, for differentiating 

their focus on exchange rate returns and rapid reaction to markets, cannot be captured by the magnitude of 

integration in a given moment. Instead, it demands considerations on the magnitude of FX markets, what 

better indicates the extent of investors strategy of entering and leaving countries in an attempt to profit from 

exchange rate movements, and on the extent of derivatives operations. The rapid growth of FX transactions 

is for instance observed by Chesnais (1997) as indicator of the changing logic of finance, and is seen by 

Galati and Melvin (2004) as indicator of the growth of carry trading operations. Taken relatively to GDP or 

trade can be more specific, for hinting to the extent of transactions that are not related to production or trade 

– or to whether “trading has become more financial”, as put by McCauley and Scatigna (2011, p. 68). 

Concerns over the sophistication of products and practices of derivative carry trading can be accounted for 

by adding indicators on the relative size of FX derivatives, or the derivatives-to-spot ratio, that hints to the 

use of FX derivatives in excess of what could be related to spot transactions and their hedging needs. This 

indicator also hints to domestic financial markets’ sophistication level.  

The article therefore proposes to analyze a financialized type of integration based on a combination 

of the five mentioned indicators: the total stock of assets and liabilities in relation i) to GDP and ii) to foreign 

trade (sum of exports and imports), FX markets relative iii) to GDP and iv) to foreign trade, and v) the 

amount of derivatives FX contracts relative to spot contracts. Data on financial integration is taken from the 

updated and extended version of the dataset constructed by Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007). FX-markets 

data are based on the Bank of International Settlements (BIS; Triennial Survey for OTC data, and BIS data 

on exchange-traded derivatives). Data on countries’ GDP and foreign trade are taken from World Bank’s 

World Development Indicators. Given data availability, countries’ integration is estimated with 2015 data, 

and FX markets information with 2016 (April) data. 

The index on the impact of financialization on a country’s integration is presented in Figure 2: South 

Africa, Hungary, Brazil, Turkey and Mexico are the five EMEs to present the most financialized type of 

integration. South Africa’s high index is due to high FX markets and high financial integration relatively to 

trade. In the case of Hungary, it is high financial integration relatively to GDP that results in a high index. 

Brazil’s ratio of derivative to spot FX contracts is the highest among the nine EME, as well as its financial 

integration relatively to trade. In what follows, exchange rate features will be analyzed and compared to the 

countries’ type of financial integration3. 

                                                 
(3) As a min-max index, that is based on the relative position of a country inside a group, the indicator of financialized 

integration is estimated only for the group of interest, whose exchange rate features will be analyzed – in this case, the nine countries 

(for which FX data is available and) that have floating currencies from the 20 EMEs considered (see Footnote 1). 
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Figure 2 

Financialized Integration Index (2015/16): individual components 

 

3 Exchange rate features and financialized integration 

This section’s analyses of exchange rate features are focused on the mentioned concerns raised by 

the Post-keynesian exchange rate literature – volatility and subordination to international liquidity 

conditions. For a more detailed perspective and better differentiation of volatility in emerging market 

currencies and in central currencies (proxied by the euro/dollar pair), volatility is studied through the 

standard deviation and the frequency of extreme depreciation. As discussed, the PK literature claims that 

volatility and subordination to international financial conditions would characterize exchange rates of 

peripheral countries in general, while this article raises the hypothesis that it is the way these currencies are 

traded, what is revealed by the type of integration, that determines the extent of these characteristics. In 

order to test this hypothesis, the study of exchange rate features is followed by an analysis of their 

association with the countries’ type of integration (in Section 3.1). The second exchange rate feature to be 

analyzed is the subordination to international conditions, that is studied by the co-movement of the 

currencies with the VIX. Next, the extent of the subordination is compared to the type of financial integration 

(in Section 3.2). Finally, the power of the indicator of the type of integration to explain exchange rate 

features is evaluated by comparing the association between exchange rate features and alternative measures, 

focused on the size of integration or of capital account openness (in Section 3.3).  

Before presenting the empirical studies, a methodological note should be added. Although EMEs 

do not compose a strictly coherent group of countries (having economies of very different magnitudes, and 

attracting different types of capital), the core of the article’s empirical assessments is undertaken for a 

smaller and more homogeneous sub-set of EMEs: the ones with floating exchange rates and the largest FX 

markets (for which BIS statistics are estimated and individually published, not included into the “others” 

category). These two features allow these countries’ assets to be traded with similar – speculative – strategy: 

for being of the emerging class (Kaltenbrunner, 2017), they provide risky assets; their floating exchange 
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rates allow speculation; and the higher liquidity of their FX markets allow investors to leave the country 

whenever wanted.  

The decision of empirically analyzing only the most similar EMEs and the methods used reflect a 

concern over the fact that the phenomena under study are highly context and time specific. First, the 

interactions result from investors’ decisions, which reflect a given convention in financial markets (in the 

sense of Orléan, 1999), which is to consider these specific countries as of the emerging class. Second, these 

interactions could not have taken place before the 2000s given that these countries did not have floating 

exchange rates. In a broader sense, the analyses do not argue that the dynamics studied would be immutable 

over time, but subscribed in the broader context of financialization and significant integration of some 

developing countries to sophisticated financial markets where a few institutions hold important amounts of 

liquidity. Given these methodological considerations and a praise for simplicity and transparency, the 

empirical studies are based on graphical analyses quantified by correlation coefficients4. Due to potential 

bias related to the small number of observations, the significance levels of the correlation coefficients are 

presented.  

 

3.1 Volatility 

The standard deviation of the exchange rate change, the most broadly used indicator of volatility, 

informs the variability of the exchange rate change vis-a-vis of its own trend. According to this measure, 

eight emerging market currencies had, in the 2004-2015 period, exchange rates that were less volatile than 

the Euro/US dollar pair: the Taiwanese dollar (TWD), the Peruvian nuevo sol (PEN), the Philippine peso 

(PHP), the Thai baht (TBH), the Indian rupee (INR), and the Indonesian rupiah (IDR) – apart from the 

Malaysian ringgit (MYR) and the Chinese yuan (CNY) that are not floating currencies. The other twelve 

currencies presented higher volatility than the Euro: the Mexican peso (MXN), the Argentinean peso (ARS), 

the Russian ruble (RUB), the Chilean peso (CHP), the Korean won (KRW), the Colombian peso (COP), the 

Czech Republic koruna (CZK), the Russian ruble (RUB), the Turkish lira (TRY), the Polish zloty (PLN), 

the Brazilian real (BRL), the Hungarian forint (HUF), and the South African rand (ZAR) – see Figure 4. 

The average standard deviation of the floating emerging market currencies (all except ARS, CNY and MYR) 

is 0.129, higher than the Euro’s 0.1165.  

In line with the article’s hypothesis, exchange rate volatility (as proxied by the standard deviation) 

is positively associated with the type of integration. The countries with the most financialized integration, 

South Africa, Hungary, and Brazil also present the highest exchange rate volatility (Figure 3). This 

association is confirmed by a correlation coefficient of 0.79, significant at the 5% level5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
(4) Although the limited amount of observations does not allow the use of regressions, it is worth recalling that the square 

of the correlation coefficient is the same as the coefficient of determination (r2) in a simple linear regression analysis, and both 

these methods inform us only about correlation, not about the direction of causality. 

(5) The standard deviation of the exchange rate changes is estimated based on weekly exchange rate changes (against the 

US dollar). The statistics about exchange rate features are given for the group of 17 emerging currencies that had exchange rate 

regimes other than peg arrangements in the analyzed period – all except the Argentinean peso, the Chinese yuan, the Malaysian 

ringgit (IMF, 2004, 2014). 
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Figure 3 

Standard deviation and financialized integration 

 

The standard deviation is estimated based on daily data for the period of 2004-2015. 

 

Post-keynesian analyses are however rather focused on the recurrence of major exchange rate 

depreciations (Andrade and Prates 201; Kaltenbrunner, 2015) than on relative important changes every day. 

In this sense, the standard deviation might not be the most appropriate for analyzing emerging market 

currencies’ volatility. In fact, this measure is limited even when compared to definitions of volatility in 

general, that point to three aspects: velocity, predictability and direction (the oxford dictionary defines 

volatile as something ‘‘liable to change rapidly and unpredictably, especially for the worse’’; “Volatile”, 

2015). The aspect of velocity is captured by the standard deviation: it refers to how rapidly the deviation 

takes place, or its magnitude, and the standard deviation is formed by the average of the magnitudes. 

However, because the standard deviation is based on averages, it does not reflect distribution, not capturing 

the aspect of predictability. The aspect of direction of the deviation can also not be captured by the standard 

deviation, that it is based on absolute changes.  

Predictability and direction are however very relevant to the context of exchange rates. First, the 

presence of “jumps” (or discontinuities in prices) is often seen as the most prominent feature of exchange 

rates (Erdemlioglu et al., 2012), its identification being a major trigger of the shift, inside the mainstream 

literature, of models based on macroeconomic variables to models focused on the microstructure of FX 

markets (Lux and Marchesi, 2000). Second, as mentioned, the Post-keynesian literature argues that sudden 

exchange rate depreciations are a major characteristic of emerging market currencies. 

Third, major exchange rate depreciations are most relevant for portfolio allocation decisions of 

institutional investors for influencing expectations concerning possible losses. Even if infrequent, major 

depreciations can put an investment’s total return at risk (exchange rates are of the realm of what Taleb 

(2007) called Extremistan) – being a key concern for investors. Apart from the immediate impact of creating 

uncertainty, extreme exchange rate changes also impact the memory of agents: given the workings of 

associative memory in our intuitive thinking, the process of constructing a coherent interpretation of such 

event will create an association of the currency in question with risk. Once such association is created it is 
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considered by investors in their decisions, even if unconsciously. This is in line with the representativeness 

principle, according to which the more available something is in our memory, the more frequent or likely 

that event is deemed to be, resulting in agents overrating the importance of dramatic events (Kahneman, 

2011). 

Fourth, there are also problems related to the specific application of the standard deviation to time 

series, where the definition of normality, or of a reference value, is not trivial. When the volatility of different 

currencies is compared, the standard deviation of exchange rate changes to the period’s average might result 

in biased indicators given that their deviations would not be compared to the same “norm” (not compared 

to zero or another reference value, but to the currency’s own trend in the period).  

To account for features of predictability and direction, the article proposes the characterization of 

volatility based on the frequency of exchange rate depreciations higher than 3% in a week. The probabilities 

are presented in Figure 4, for the 2004-2015 period for the 20 emerging market currencies and the Euro (the 

currencies for which the index of financialized integration is estimated are presented in red). Two main 

features can be seen in the graph. The first is that the use of the standard deviation as a measure of volatility 

veils extreme values, partially hiding the existence of crises of floating exchange rates (what is confirmed 

by the fact that the relationship between the two variables is better explained by a quadratic than a linear 

fit6). The second feature is that the group of currencies for which FX data is available presents much higher 

extreme depreciations than the other emerging market currencies – and than the euro. Looking at the values, 

we see that while the average standard deviation of emerging currencies (0,129) is not very different to that 

of the Euro (0.116), the average frequency of extreme depreciation of emerging currencies (2.5%) is three 

times higher than that of the Euro (0.08%), due to a very high frequency of extreme depreciation among the 

currencies for which FX data is available (3.6%). 

 

Figure 4 

Frequency of exchange rate depreciation and standard deviation (2004-2015) 

 
The frequency of extreme depreciation represents the frequency of weekly depreciations higher than 3%, 

the standard deviation is estimated based on daily exchange rate changes. Values for emerging market 

currencies for which FX data is available is presented in red, with triangles as markers; the Euro is 

presented in green, with a cross as marker. 

                                                 
(6) The linear regression of the frequency of extreme depreciation over standard deviation results yields an adjusted R-

square of 0.80, while the R-square of the quadratic fit is 0.93. 
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The frequency of extreme depreciations is closely associated with a more financialized integration 

(Figure 5). The countries with the highest frequencies of extreme depreciations are the same to present the 

most financialized levels of integration: South Africa, Hungary, and Brazil. The relationship between these 

two variables is positive and strong – the correlation coefficient is very high, 0.78, and significant at the 5% 

level. 

 

Figure 5 

Financialized integration and frequency of extreme depreciation 

 

 

3.2 Subordination to international financial conditions 

As mentioned, Post-keynesian analyses on the determination of capital flows to developing 

countries and of the demand for their currencies put forward their association with international financial 

conditions, specifically with the prevailing uncertainty level. In empirical analyses, uncertainty is often 

proxied by the VIX index, a volatility indicator that although based on the U.S. equity market (the S&P500 

index), reflects conditions of financial markets in all major financial centers due to their interconnectedness 

and the particular depth and central role of US markets. Heterodox analyses point to an important association 

between the VIX and capital flows to developing countries (Baumann and Gallagher, 2013; Bonizzi, 2013; 

Hoffmann, 2013; Kaltenbrunner and Painceira 2014; Da Silva and Da Fonseca, 2015). This relationship is 

also found by mainstream authors, although the explanation of the causality is different. According to the 

‘risk-taking channel’ approach, a lower VIX enables Value-at-Risk constrained banks to take on a greater 

leverage and invest in EMEs, leading to an appreciation of their currencies and a decline in measured risks 

that allows a second round of capital flows (Basu and Bundick, 2012; Forbes and Warnock, 2012; Bekaert 

et al., 2013; Bruno and Shin, 2015; Rey, 2015).  

This section analyzes the relationship between liquidity preference (proxied by the VIX) and the 

demand for emerging market currencies. According to the heterodox view presented in the introduction, it 
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is expected that a moment of low liquidity preference, marked by a low and stable VIX leads to higher 

demand for these currencies and their appreciation, while a hike in liquidity preference leads to depreciation 

(Andrade and Prates, 2013; Kaltenbrunner, 2015). While most empirical studies are focused on the impacts 

of uncertainty on capital flows, the article assesses its impacts on the exchange rate directly, avoiding the 

loss of information associated with monthly or triennial averages of the VIX (given the low frequency of 

capital flow data). The analysis based on weekly data is especially important given the rapid changing 

conditions of financial markets.  

To examine the association between the VIX and emerging market currencies, the correlation 

between the changes of the two was calculated for the 2004-2015 period, based on 20 weeks moving average 

(as in European Central Bank, 2006). For the extent period analyzed in this article, the average correlation 

coefficients vary significantly across countries – from 0.05 in the case of the Chinese yuan to 0.48 in the 

case of the Mexican peso. The currencies to present the highest correlations with the VIX index are: the 

Mexican peso (0.49), the Turkish lyra (0.38), the Brazilian real and the South African rand (0.33)7 – see 

Figure 6 (a). The high co-movement of these currencies with the VIX indicates that these countries are the 

mostly used by international investors in their – speculative – investment options, or that their currencies 

are the ones that are mostly affected by such investments.  

It is also known that moments of turbulence provide good profit possibilities for traders willing to 

speculate with currencies, given the higher amplitude of exchange rate changes – this would be especially 

important for emerging market currencies, that are seen as “risky” (Kaltenbrunner, 2017). If those currencies 

were more traded in this period, their subordination to international conditions, in the aspect of co-movement 

with the markets feeling, might have been greater. In a medium-term perspective, one of such moments is 

the period between the start of the Global Financial Crisis and the Euro crisis. The co-movement of emerging 

market currencies and the VIX was estimated for this sub-period (2008-2011) and indeed, it is greater than 

in the 2004-2015 period (see Figure 6 (a))7. Another interesting result is that the increase in co-movement 

was not the same across currencies (as can be seen by the distance of the markers to the 45 degrees line). 

Indeed, the graph also shows that the currencies for which the indicator of financialized integration is 

estimated, the ones with more important FX markets, were not only the ones to have a higher co-movement 

with the VIX, but were also the ones to face a higher increase of this external influence in the turbulent 

period. The co-movement of currencies with the VIX and the indicator of financialized integration are highly 

associated – as shown in Figure 7 (b) – yielding a correlation coefficient of 0.7, significant at the 5% level. 

The higher influence of international markets is in line with Kaltenbrunner’s (2017) finding that the stronger 

relationship between the Brazilian real and the Australian dollar during 2007-2009 than 1999-2010 and 

2003-2010.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
(7) The higher correlation between international stock markets’ returns in times of turbulence is found by several authors in 

the financial literature (see Knif et al, 2005). 
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Figure 6 

Exchange Rate Correlation with the VIX Index and Financialized Integration  

 

3.3 Comparing the explanatory power of the type of integration 

As mentioned above, most analyses on the impacts of financial integration study it through its 

magnitude and rarely consider the potential adverse economic effect through the impacts on exchange rate 

dynamics. When mentioned, exchange rate turbulence has been seen as a potential consequence of the 

financial integration in general (Obstfeld, 2015) or said to be determined by a countries’ financial markets 

size and openness (Eichengreen and Gupta, 2015), respectively indicating concerns over the magnitude of 

financial integration and over capital account liberalization (which are, respectively, broadly used indicators 

of de facto and de jure integration). In order to compare the explanatory power of the index of financialized 

integration with those two aspects, their correlation with the exchange rate features were estimated, but they 

are not statistically different than zero (at the 5% level)8. We can therefore conclude that the type of 

integration is a better predictor of exchange rate features than its magnitude or the capital account openness 

level. These different results point to the importance of the characteristics of a country’s integration, as 

manifested by the analyses of FX markets, in explaining floating exchange rate issues. 

 

                                                 
(8) The proxy for the magnitude of integration was the one used in building the index of financialized integration (based on 

2015 data, from the updated database presented in Milesi-Ferreti (2007) and the proxy for capital account openness was the 2016 

index of the updated database proposed by Chinn and Ito (2006). For a better comparison, the correlation of these index with 

exchange rate features was estimated considering the nine floating currencies for which data on the size of FX markets, thus the 

indicator of the type of integration, are available. At the 10% level, the correlation between financial integration and the frequency 

of extreme depreciation is statistically different from 0, with a correlation coefficient of 0.62. 
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4 Conclusions 

The emergence of financialization is associated with the rise of institutional investors and the 

diversification of their practices and financial products used, with a tendency towards a higher focus on 

exchange rate returns in what regards investment in some EMEs. With these practices, financialization 

changed the logic of finance at the international level from one related to financing trade and production to 

that of institutional investors’ decisions and speculative motives. As analyzed in the article, the extent of 

this change can be identified in the characteristics of EMEs financial integration – what is done through the 

construction of an indicator of the type of integration that includes information on the relative size of 

financial integration and of FX markets, specially of derivative contracts. The analyses concluded that 

countries whose integration is more marked by financialization-related developments and reveal a more 

speculative use of their currencies, have exchange rates that are more volatile due to more frequent extreme 

exchange rate depreciations, more subordinated to international financial conditions and that this 

subordination increases more in periods of turbulence. In addition, it is shown that the indicator of the type 

of integration was a better predictor of the mentioned exchange rate issues than proxies of the magnitude of 

financial integration, pointing to the importance of considering information from FX markets in assessing 

exchange rate features.  

Whether financial integration has positive or negative outcomes for developing countries is a major 

debate in economics, among scholars and policy makers. The article analyzed a mostly neglected aspect of 

integration, i.e. its impacts on floating exchange rates. Exchange rate crises were a major concern when 

developing countries had fixed exchange rate regimes. Floating regimes are however not free of challenges: 

compared to pegged regime crises, floating rates can have smaller but frequent crises and lead to exchange 

rates that do not reflect a country’s economic structure – both with adverse effects on the economy. The 

article contributes to the financial integration literature by calling attention to the potential impact of EMEs 

integration on their exchange rates and by demonstrating that financial integration does not have the same 

characteristics across countries, nor the same impacts. Analyses solely focused on the magnitude of 

integration neglect innovations brought by financialization, especially the fact that investors have different 

aims when investing in a country’s assets or currency, what leads to different patterns of integration and 

different impacts on exchange rates. This questions the results of panel data studies that include countries 

whose financial integration might not have the same motives. With regards to the financialization literature, 

the article contributes by calling attention to how the developments studied in a closed economy context 

manifest at the international level and to how financialization impacts exchange rates.  

Finally, the article has important contributions to the exchange rate literature. Post-keynesian 

analyses of developing countries’ exchange rates have claimed that their peripheral insertion in the IMS 

make them more volatile than central currencies. The article has however shown that emerging market 

currencies differ more from central ones due to their much higher frequency of extreme depreciations than 

due to their everyday change. It has also shown that although a peripheral insertion in the IMS is important 

for explaining exchange rate features, the use made by institutional investors of the country’s assets might 

be decisive. For instance, while Kaltenbrunner and Paincera (2014) have showed the new forms of 

vulnerabilities faced by developing countries based on the deep study of the Brazilian case, the analyses 

done in this article have demonstrated that the problematic exchange rate dynamics faced by this country is 

not common to every EME, but shared with a few others whose financial insertion have similar 

characteristics. These are important gaps in the literature that the article enlightens.  

The evidence presented have clear policy implications on how to avoid the subordination of an 

emerging market currency to international financial conditions and its frequent sudden depreciations. 
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Given that not only the magnitude of financial integration, but also its type (including the sophistication of 

FX markets) has an impact on exchange rate patterns, not only traditional capital controls, but also 

“derivatives management techniques” (Fritz and Prates, 2014) should be used to control the transmission 

of volatility from the derivatives to the spot segments. 
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